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USF PROFESSOR PARTICIPATES IN VISITING PROFESSOR PROGRAM 

 
TAMPA, Fl- A University of South Florida professor was among 16 professors nationwide selected to 

participate in the Visiting Professor Program, a two-week fellowship in New York City and Chicago for 

professors of marketing, communications, advertising and liberal arts sponsored by the Advertising 

Educational Foundation.  

 Dr. Kelli Burns, assistant professor in the School of Mass Communications, participated in the 

VPP in New York City with 12 other professors while the three other professors were placed in Chicago  

during July 12-23. The VPP program has several activities and functions.  

 “We started our two-week program with a two-day orientation, which included an overview of 

AEF’s mission and programs and visits to three agencies,” Burns said. “Then starting on the third day, 

each of us went to our assigned agency and spent eight days there. During our second week, we met 

back together for one morning to visit Google’s New York City offices.” 

 The AEF placed Burns at R/GA, which is an ad agency named by AdWeek as the “Digital Agency 

of the Decade.” Their campaign Client Nike+ was named the “Digital Campaign of the Decade.” Burns 

stayed busy during her visit. 

   “My activities during my time at R/GA consisted primarily of interviews with all the top 

executives at the agency and two days of creative review with the Creative Director and a variety of 

client teams,” Burns said.  
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Burns also presented a “lunchtime lecture” to agency employees titled “Facebook’s Brand 

Likers.” 

 
Burns reflected on how this program will benefit her as well as her students.  

 “Before the program, I tended to think of advertising agencies in a traditional sense, but R/GA 

showed me the breadth of experiences that interactive agencies create for consumers,” Burns said.  

“This experience has challenged me to think about advertising as something much greater than paid 

media and I expect to draw on the knowledge I gained from this experience for the benefit of my 

students.” 

 The Advertising Educational Foundation was created in 1983 as a non-profit, operating 

foundation. It is supported by ad agencies, advertisers and media companies. The AEF is the advertising 

industry’s provider and distributor of educational content to enrich the understanding of advertising and 

its role in culture, society and the economy. More information about AEF and the VVP can be found at 

http://www.aef.com/on_campus/professor/vpp/1000. For more information about R/GA visit 

http://www.rga.com. 
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